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U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV
345 Courtland Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30365
Attn: tlr. Chuck Wagamo

'ear f)r. Wagamo:

Subject: U. S. Environmental Protection Agency Participation in the Nuclear
Regulatory Comnission Environmental Revievi of the Shearon Harris
Nuclear Poser Plant

This letter confirms the telephone conversation on triarch 12, 1982 between
yourself and Nr. David Ward of the HRC.

On April 6 and 7, 1982 the Nuclear Regulatory Comnission staff will visit
the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant. This visit is part of the review
process for preparing the environmental impact statement related to a recently
tendered application for an operating license. It is of primary importance
that all relevant environmental interests are given proper consideration
during this revievi. To support that objective, the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency is invited to attend this visit and provide input to
the staff that identifies any specific items of environmental interest
that should be included in the revievI.

The plan for the visit is for a site tour the first day to make observations
of conditions where the plant and related structures have an interface
v>ith the surrounding environment.-.=8n. the morning of the second day, there
will be a meeting with Carolina Power and Light Company for discussion
of areas of. interest that have developed during an Environmental Report
acceptance review and the tour the preceding day.

The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency may have areas of interest that
are in common with the interests of other agencies. An invitation similar
to this one is also being forwarded to the following:

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region IV, Atlanta, Ga.
U. S. 0. A. Soil Conservation Service, Offices in Wake, Harnett,

and Chatham Counties
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Atlanta, Ga., and Hilmington, H.C.
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Comoission, Raleigh, H.C.
North Carolina Oivision of Environmental tlanagement, Raleigh, N.C.

You are encouraged to make any coordination of inputs to the review that
wi~esylt in a better .overall assessment of the staff's review tasks.
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A copy of the meeting notice is enclosed for your planning. If you desire
to attend the visit, the Shearon Harris Project Manager, Mr . D. Ward (301)
492-7238, should receive notice of your plans not later than tlarch 30, 1982.
As an alternative to your attending the site visit, arrangements can be
made for HRC staff members to meet with you in your offices.

In a separate, related matter, the NRC staff plans to be available to
the public on the evening of April 7, 'l982 in the city of Raleigh,
North Carolina. The purpose of this meeting is to provide a forum for any
member of the general public to have direct access to the staff to identify
environmental areas of concern . The specific time and location have not
been set as of this date. However, we would welcome your presence at this

~ meeting. Mr. Ward will telephone you with details as soon as they are
known.

As per your request, enclosed are copies of the draft questions developed
by our staff. These questions are preliminary in nature and intended
only for scoping the areas for further discussion at the Shearon Harris visit.

Sincerely,

Original signa4 bV

pz~ J. Miraglih

Enclosure:
As stated

Frank J. Miraglia, Chief
Licensing Branch (Io. 3
Division of Licensing
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Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant Units 1, 2, 3, 4

DRAFT ACCEPTANCE REVI EM REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

100— Miscellaneous

100.1 'In addition to other requested information, provide a summary
and brief discussion, in table form, by section, of differences
between currently projected environmental effects (including
those that would degrade and those that would enhance environ-
mental conditions) and the effects discussed in the environmental
report and environmental hearings associated with the construction
permit review. On a similar basis, indicate changes in plant
or plant component design, location or operation that have
been made or planned since the construction permit review.

290.1
(ER Sec.
2.2.3.1)

Provide any additional information not reported'n the .OL'-ER
on sightings of the bald eagle and red-cockaded woodpecker
at the site or in the immediate vicinity of the site (i.e.,
within 5 miles).

290.2 Provide concentration isopleths for solids deposition. from
(ER Sec. cooling tower drift. Show amounts deposited in kg/ha/yr and
3.4.2.5) during summer months (April -. September).

290. 3
(ER Sec.
3.4.2.5)

Provide aerial photographs of the site and areas within one-
mile radius of the cooling towers.

290. 4
ER Sec.
4.1.3)

290,5
ER Sec.
(5.e.z)

291.

291.7
(3.3)

291.8
(3.4.2)

291. 9
(3.4.z)

Identify the construction areas to be reforested or re-
seeded once construction has been completed.

Describe and quantify the "other attenuation factors" referred
to in the second paragraph of section 5.6.2.

Aquatic Resources

Indicate the time-definition (e.g., number of operating hours
or minutes} of one month as used in Table 3.3-1.

Indicate the normally anti'cipated plant power level during
operation and how this level relates to the "1004 capacity" .

given in ER Section 3.4.2 as a basis for plant water flowrates
and chemical usage quantities.

Indicate the cooling tower grade level(s) and the height of
the air inlet sections of the towers.
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291.10
(3.4.2)

Indicate whether chlorine biocide application in the circulating
and service water systems is anticipated to be necessary all
year round. Provide an estimate, with bases, of the maximum
expected total residual chlorine concentration in the plant
blowdown during. chlorination and between chlorination periods
for summer and winter (i.e., maximum and minimum seasonal)
conditions.

291.11
(3.4.2)

291. 12
(3.4.2)

Provide the bases for the estimate of 5 acres as the impacted
area 'of the Harris reservoir due to plant chlorine discharges.

Describe the purpose and'function of the coo1ing tower blowdown
holding pond.

Estimate the frequency of solids removal from the holdup pond, .

the amount removed and the disposal method.

291.13
(5.3.3)

291.14
(5.6.1) .

Provide a copy of references 5.3.3-1 and 5.3.3-2.

Provide a copy of reference 5.6.1-1.-





Attachment 2

SHEARON HARRIS STATION SITE FEATURES
TO BE OBSERVED. BY EEB SITE VISIT ATTENDEES.

'

Terrestri al ~ Resources

- Areas anticipated to have maximum drift deposition from cooling towers

- Onsite wildlife management areas

— Harri's to Harnett 500 KV'ransmission line

— Onsite areas to be reforested or reseeded once construction is completed

A uatic Resources

- General Plant Site Features (External)

- Cooling Towers 5 Blowdown Hold-up Basin 5 Control Structures

-, Plant Make-up Mater Intakes (On Cape Fear River„ 8 Main Reservoir}

- Make-up water Pipeline Corridor

- Aux Reservoir/Dikes/Channel/Dam/Spillway

- Main Reservoir

Main Dam 8 Spillway

Location of blowdown pipeline outlet

'ake-up water system Dikes 8 Canals

- On-site land fill areas for intake debris disposal
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Round 1

(}uestions Pertaining to Environmental. Review
of

Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant Unit fl

ER-(}-470. 1 1

(Section 3.5.1)

The revision you stated in your response to (}-470.4 is

not made in ER/OL Amendment fl. Revise Table 3.5.1-1

(page 3.5.1-8), so that the seventh nuclide from the

top reads'"Tc-99m" instead of "To-99m".

ER-(}-470.12

(Section 3.5.3)

The revision you stated in your response to g-470.5 i's not

made in ER/OL Amendment 81. Revise Table 3.5.3-7 (page

3.5.3-24), so that the seventh nuclide from the top

reads "Tc-99m" instead of "To-99m".

ER-(}-470.1'3

(Section 5.2.2)

(a) The revision (deletion of the /NPC ratios" of 9.18E +

07 and 4.70E + 03 from Table 5.2.2-2) you stated i n your

response to (}-470.6 is not made in ER/OL Amendment Ol;

Revise Table 5.2.2-2 so that the values 9.18E + 07 and

4.70E + 03 are deleted.

(b) In Table 5.2.2-2, why is Co-60 reported twice? Is

one out of these two (repetitiously reported) nuclides

Co-58? If so, revise Table 5.2.2-2 accordingly.

(c) Should the first word of the footnote to Table

5.2.2-3 read "HPC" instead of."HIPC"? If so, revise

Table 5.2.2-3 footnote accordingly.
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ER-Q-470.14

(Section 5.2.3)

The revi sion you stated in your response to Q-470.7 i s

not made in your ER/OL Amendment Pl. Revise Table

5.2.3-1 so that the DOSE Units read "mrad/year/unit."

ER-Q-470.15}

(Section 5.2.5)

ER-Q-470.1 6

(Section 6.1.5)

The units "mrem/year" you mentioned in your .response to

Q-470.8 are for doses to the individual. Revise Table

5.2.5-1 to indicate the proper units for the annual radiation

doses to the population.

The revision you stated in your response to Q-470.10

is not made in your ER/Ol Amendment Pl. Revise

Table 6.1.5-5 so that the column heading for " 'a"
I

reads " " Ba."

ER-Q-470.17 Provide the following site-'specific information:.,

Update Tables 2.1.3-1 and 5.2.2-1 to include

any changes noted during the latest land use

census conducted.

2. For the applicable receptor locations given
k

in updated Table 2.1.3-1 of the ER/OL, give

most recent data on:

a. The grazing seasons (give dates)

b. The fractions of daily intake of milk cows, .

meat animals (beef cows, hogs and chickens}

listed in Table 2.1..3-3 and the milk goat(s)

listed in Table 2.1.3-1, derived from pasture

or fresh green chop 'during the grazing season.



ER-g-470.17 (cont. ) c. Fraction of year leafy vegetables are gro~n.

d. Fraction of ingestion rates of produce and leafy

vegetables that are produced in the garden of

interest.

3. The nearest present and known future locations where

an individual can obtain aquatic food.

4. The nearest present and known future aquatic areas

that an individual can use for recreation purposes.

Also provide a breakdown of usage (person-hours per

year) by activity (shoreline activity, swimming, and

boating).

5. For the locations identified in 2 and 3 above,

the transit time of each plant discharge stream

containing liquid radwaste discharge from the

point where the stream enters an unrestricted area

to the'dentified location, and the estimated

stream dilution at that l ocation. Where reconcen-

tration of liquid radwaste may occur, a description

of such locations and the estimated reconcentration

facto,rs.

6. For each liquid raswaste discharge, the transit time

from input to a plant discharge stream to the point

where the stream enters an unrestricted area.



ER-Q-470.17 (cont.) 7. For the five (5) sectors given in Table 2.1.3-3

(p.2.1.3-16) of ER/OL give:

a. Present annual meat production (kg/yr).

b. Present annual milk production (h ter/yr).

8. The present commercial fish and invertebrate catch

(in kg/yr) from waters wi thin 80 km downstream (or

80-km radius for lake or coastal sites) of the

plant radwaste discharge; major catch locati'ons,'

their distance from the plant radwaste discharge,

and the amount of catch consumed within 80 km of the

plant; transit time from the point where the discharge

stream enters an unrestricted area to each major catch

location, the estimated dilution at each'ocation, and
I

the basis for calculating transit time and dilution.

9. Present and known future drinking water intake locations

within 80 km of the plant radwaste discharge (downstream

or radius); the transit time and estimated dilution at

each major 'location, the basis for calculating transit

.'ime and dilution, the populations served and the daily

water consumption at each location.

10. Unusual animal s, pl,a'nts, agricultural practices,

game harvests, or food processing operations having

the potential of contributing on the order. of 10



ER-g-470.17 (cont.) or more to either i'ndividual or population
doses'examples

are Asiatic clams found in the surface-

water intake of a municipality; growing sweet potatoes

in excess of any other food crop; producing most of the

~ $ \ ~-region's Irish potatoes in th'e general vicinity of the

reactor; and producing deer in a game management area

in quantities comparable to beef and pork production)

and food processing operations involving large quanti-

ties of water, e.g., breweries and bottling plants;

their annual production and water-supply sources.

ER-(-470.18 a. Revise text of Section 5.2.2, Table 5.2.2-2, text of

Section 5.2.4.4, Tables 5.2.4-2, 5.2.5-2 and text of

Section 5.2.5 so that the ~ords "gaseous effluents" are

replaced by "airborne effluents."

ER-g-4?0.1 9 Revise Table 5.2;2-1 so that the unit for 0/(} read (m-2)

instead of (m ) and it include updated meteorological data.

ER-(}-470.20

(Section 5.2.4)

Provide a detailed listing of the site specific parameters

and assumptions applicant used in Section 5.2.4 to calculate

both the maximum individual and population dose estimates

from the liquid and gaseous pathways.

ER-g-470. 21

(Section 5.2.5)

Revise Table 5.2.5-2 to specify the calculated doses per

reactor unit -"..1. The September 4, 1975 Annex, Guideline

doses presented. in current Table 5.2.5-2 are for the SHt>PP

site of 4 reactor units.



ER-g-470.22 a. Consider adding another groundwater sampling station

in Table 6.1.5-1, p.6.1.5-17, drawing samples from

the two domestic users up gradient near the 7000 ft.
radius boundary to the north and north~est mentioned

in Section 2.4.5, p.2.4.5-1 of ER/OL.

b. Mith reference to Table 6.1.5-1, p.6.1.5-18,

Nilk Sample Point 5, Pittsboro (Control Station):

Specify the source of milk as to whether it is a

private farm, commercial diary or grocery shelf.

If grocery milk used, cite origin arid describe.

processing methods, giving published references

where appropriate. Confirm that Pi ttsboro is

indeed a control station.
'.

Update Tables 6.1.5-7 and 6.1.5-8 to include the

1 atest information avail able.



- 'ATTACHMEWT f2

SHEAROH HARRIS UNIT fl
RIS Input to Site Visit Agenda

General Areas of Interests:

Environmental Radiological Ass'essment

2. Si te 'Tour highl i ghting:

a. Land usage, and

b. Radiological monitoring Program



QUESTIONS FOR SHEAROH HARRIS D~OL

310.1 Are there any substantial'hanges in the station external appearance or

layout which have been made subsequent to the description in the OL-ER2

If so, please describe.

310.2 Are there any new roads, transmission corridors or rail lines or relocations

f roads, transmission corridors or rail lines near the plant which have

been proposed subsequent to the description in the-OL-ER2 If so, please

describe.

..:31 .~. Pl aP ease revise the'emographic data and projections using data from the 1980

Census.

I 'I

310.4..- Gn-page 12-9 of the'FES-CP a copy of a menorandum from the State Historian
~ 'I

I -- -to R.-Bendricks "of the Clearinghouse and Information Center is reproduced.

'-=-Tie document.refers* to "The Old Dupree House", 'the Burke House and.the

. - Ragan House. The first was to be moved and preserved while the latter two

were said to be of "some local historical value and their preservation should
V

be considered". What is their present status2

310.5 Please expand on the 'statement in Section 2.1.3 (ER-OL) that "...there will
I

be some recreational usage of'PEL's property". Please provide more specific
'I

information as to the type of recreation and the number of recreation visitors

expected on the property. The latter information may be added to Section

2.1.2.3, Transient Population.
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0.7

Section 2.1.2.3, Transient'opu)ation, describes the "high concentrations of
I 0

people at sporting events and at functions at the various universities in

the area". Please. identify the various universities, their location with

respect to the plant, their enrollment, and the maximum attendance at the

rajor: sporting-and-other, events held on the campuses.. Also ~dentify how

x ~

nany -times these events occur during the year.

'4

Please provide copies of the references cited in Section 2.6 of the ER-OL-..

In those'cases where the complete reference does not deal exclusively. with

either the historic., archeologica3, architectural, scenic, cultural, or
I

natural features, copies of the relevant sections wHl,suffice.

0.8 'Section--8.1.2.2 of the 'ER-OL analyzes taxes. and tax effects. of plant

operation and lists the ad valorem. taxes to be paid to-government aoencies.

Please identify these agencies and the amount of the taxes they will

receive. Also what amount of. their total ad valorem tax revenues will

the plant account fort

~+9
/

Provide an estimate of the average annual number of workers required for

the operation of SHNPP Units 1 and 2. State whether the workers are

employees or contractors. Also provide an estimate of the 'average annual

operating workers'ayroll for the'nits.



Where will the operating workers'reside, and will they or their

families cause. any signi.ficant impact on public or private facilities
'(e.g., housing, schools,. traffic use, etc.)2

Local purchases.af goods and services for a nuclear power plant operation

may frequently have a significant impact on the local economy. (For

these purposes local may be defined as either the host county or the

host county and one ot more contiguous counties.)

Please provide. information on local purchases of goods and services

expected to be made by the station during a typical year of operation.

To the extent possible, identify specHic types of dollar amounts of
'hesepurchases., If H appears that:there will be no significan

local purchases, explain why.

+cAcC
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